Automatic Tray Loading

The ATL Series of automatic tray loading is the most advanced & cost effective equipment available today for vial and bottle loading. Designed for simple and dependable long term operation. Great for LYO operations and general container tray loading applications. Our tray loaders can handle a wide array of tray sizes and tray materials such as plastic, metal, and cardboard.

- Single & Dual tray models.
- Servo driven operation.
- cGMP stainless steel enclosure.
- Up to 400+ cpm.
- Nested or straight patterns.
- Rugged steel frame.

- Allen Bradley PLC.
- Fiber optic sensors.
- 120/60-1.
- Metal or plastic trays.
- Tray counter
- Elapsed time indicator.

Automatic Tray Unloading

Now a single operator can unload plastic or glass containers at over 300 cpm. The ATU automatically removes the containers from trays and feeds them to your conveyor system.

- Auto “empty tray” stop.
- Welded steel frame.
- PLC w/ NEMA 4X panel.
- Casters or screw legs.
- 120/60/1
- ½ HP, DC
- Air: 90 psi @ 2 cfm.
- Servo driven.

Container Storage Trays

- Clear Polycarbonate or gray polystyrene
- Covers available
- Polycarbonate is autoclavable
- Several heights available
- Designed for use with the automatic tray unloader
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